Dear Dr. Goldgicher,

I am now several layers deep in your debt. Jacob's "Türkische Bibliothek," IV, Thane, was not yet acknowledged when your card of April 7th was on your paper from the Völckische Zeitung. At the time of my departure for Chicago I was trying to write a little notice for the Nation which might help it in their country and I could not get a moment. Then I went to Chicago to deliver the Haskell lectures before the University there and was very busy with that and also, I am sorry to say, sickness. Now I am home and all right again and am trying to make up for lost time. Have written to Dr. Howard...
Rogers, the editor of the Proceedings, about your copy of my article about your Academia. I wrote about them before you asked me to. Did you get your diploma and medical diploma?

Your 'test of the' paper I am reading with great interest. It will come in useful for my Haskell Lecture when I print. I presume you have seen my paper on 'Affirmations' in ARAS. Your paper might have taught him how to formulate (p. 307) "we are not God's 'sheep' by me" does not render it well.

I have just sent you a copy of my Academic Nights text. You know dear, are not much interested in the Night, but it evidently pleased Völkische. We wrote me a very nice card about it. As I lock my finished paper, yet you may have read the reference, but in the story of Abdullah and